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Patch takes Perplexus to a whole new level  

(and size!) 
 

BELOIT, Wis.— Patch Products, exclusive specialty distributor of the Perplexus® line of 3D maze games, is 

excited to announce an all new, smaller line of Perplexus brain teasers called Microplexus™! The new 

collectible line debuts with three different themes, all hand-held and intriguing for maze game enthusiasts! 

 

Each 3" Microplexus features different shape and theme, and all 

have the signature inner maze and marble.  

 Orb™ is the classic sphere with an out-of-this-world 

theme and twisty inner maze.  

 Q-Bot™ is a cube with an inner, funky robot that makes 

up the shifting, tricky maze.  

 Drakko™’s egg shape contains a mystic, slithery dragon 

as its maze.  

All three offer unique challenges and addictive fun! 

 

Microplexus was designed to attract the attention of Perplexus fans, as well as draw in new players with its 

smaller size and lower price. The lower price point allows for more birthday gift and stocking stuffer type of 

purchases, as well. Buy them as a starting point of a maze game collection, or as an extension of the craze. 

Either way they’re easy to pick up, but hard to put down! For ages 8 and up. 

 

Microplexus joins the line of spherical 3D mazes: Original™, Rookie™, Twist™, and the 2013 TOTY Game-

of-the-Year winner Epic™, along with the newer oddly-shaped Warp™! 

 

Patch Products, LLC is a leading designer, manufacturer and marketer of games, children’s puzzles, 

preschool toys, creative activities and teaching tools, with focus on innovation and growth of brands and 

categories. Top-selling brands include 5 Second Rule®, Perplexus™ Don’t Rock the Boat™, Farkle, The 

Game of THINGS…®, Mirari®, Buzzword®, Stratego®, What’s Yours Like?®, Lauri®, Wood WorX™ 

and Wooly Willy®.  
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